FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ARE YOU RECALL READY?
Seek Answers at Douglas Machines Corp. Booth #B4000
Clearwater, Fl, February 4, 2019 — Is Your Food Business Recall-Ready? Douglas Machines
Corp. is a leading washing and sanitizing systems provider to the Food industry, with
innovative solutions industry-built to address the unique needs of companies like yours.
Visit IPPE Booth B4000 to learn how to implement food safety compliance, lessen risk, save
time, streamline manpower, grow revenue by reducing costs and increasing productivity,
and transform your business to be proactive instead of reactive.
These pieces of Douglas washing and sanitizing equipment will be on display at the booth:
1536-SPW (operational in booth)
COP-48 Parts Washer
BDW-1-HD
SD-20-BW
IPPE Show Page Link: https://www.dougmac.com/ippe-2019-tradeshow/
Computer-aided design capabilities and flexible manufacturing process enables Douglas
Machines Corp. to modify cabinet size, jet and spray configurations, door widths and types,
wash and rinse tank volume, electrical components, racking systems and power supplies.
According to Sales Manager Kevin Quinn, “This allows us to design and build a washing and
sanitizing system that is ideally suited to particular customer needs. A dedicated wash test
and research area helps customers assess their container cleaning effectiveness and
throughput rates using different models.”
Every Douglas washer is backed by one of the strongest warranties and service programs in
the industry. Training and commissioning are provided with each unit to insure proper
maintenance and years of dependable, trouble free operation. Top to bottom, from initial
discussion to customer service to final build and delivery, Douglas Machines Corp. exceeds
expectations with exceptional value and quality. It's a commitment to customers that has
been kept for 40 years. Put the Douglas knowledge and expertise to work by visiting Booth
B4000.
About Douglas Machines Corp: Since 1979, Douglas Machines Corp. has offered a full line
of industry leading automated washing and sanitizing equipment for containers commonly
used in most of the processing, manufacturing and distribution industries. Celebrating 40
years of products proudly built in the USA.
Visit: www.DougMac.com.
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